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According to the Y oga Tantra， Sakyamuni attained to the supreme and perfect enlightenment 

not at Buddhagay亘butin the Akani・'~tha Ghanavvyuha Paradise. (1) In the Sarvatathagatatattva-

sa1J1graha (ニ STTS)ヲ th己作zulatantra of th芭 YogaTantra class， the εvent of Sakyamuni' s 

enlightenment is described in th巴 mannerof a dialogue between all the assembled Tathagatas 

and Siddhartha. The gradual ascent from the fundamental understanding of the mind (ci・'tta)

through the intermediate stages of mystical experience to the crutial moment 叩 lminatingin 

Siddhartha' s Buddhahood is outlined in五veconsecutive stages called the五veabhi・sambodhz's(in 

Tibetan m均on-par-'tshaかrgya-baor mnon-par-bymi-chub); each sambodhi being characterized by 

its own particular mantra， state of meditation and appropriate visualization. (2) 

Before embarking on discussing in some detail the五veadht'sambodhi・8，let us consider briefly 

the circumstances which preceded them and the actual site at which they took place. In STTS 

in the introductory passage which is followed by the description of the abhゐambodhiswe r田 d

that Buddha Vazr・occanaas th日 supremeof the Pancatathagatas surrounded by an entourage 

consisting of Tathagatas and Bodhzsattvas w郎氏sidingin the abode of the king of the Akani$tha 

gods. It was therein that all the Tathagatas assembled together because Si圃ddharthasat down 

under the bodhi tre芭 witha五rmresolve to gain the state of supreme Buddhahood園

In the Vajrasekhara， the explanatory tantra， it is said that Sakyamuni after his arduous 

ascetic feats re且chedthe final Stage (sa駒mtha').∞H旦vingreceived the garment consecration he 

took residence in the Akani$tha Ghanavyuha abode under thεname of Mahama#， and made a 

五nalresolve to become a Buddha for th巴 sakeof all living beings. 

The most important commentaries on the STTS we間 writtenby three renowned Indian 

scholars， namely Buddhaguhya， Sakyamitra and Anandagarbha. They provided us with the 

following interpretations rεlevant to the circumstance of S誌yamuni's enlightenment. 

B凶 dhaguhyaand Sakyamitra maintained that Sakyamt出 fromthe time of his birth as 

Sidhiirtha and the son of Suddhodana to the moment of practising severe austerities on the banks 

of the Naira必janaRiver had all the essential characteristics of a Bodhi・sattvaof the tenth Stage 

(bhumi). After six years of ascetic vicissitudes he四 teredinto four successive trances (dhyana).仙

1t was during the fourth trance that the Buddh且sof the ten directions interrupted his meditation 

and having instructed him that it was impossible to gain Buddhahood by meditation alone， they 

left his perfected phisical body (viP説 akaya)on the b旦nkof the Naiト'anjanaRiver and conducted 

his knowledge body (manomayakaya) to A知的thawhere they五rstbestowed upon him the 

diadem consecration (mukut，砂hi・$eka)and then made him pursue the五veabhisambodhi・S.After 

the completion of the fifth abhisambodhz' Siddhartha attained to the supreme Buddhahood. 
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Immediately after that he performed the four Miraculous Activities， (5) went to the summit of 

Mt Meru to proclaim the Yoga Tantra teachings， and then desc叩 dingdown to earth he joined 

his phisical body and performed the remaining deeds of his earthly life. (6) 

瓦nandagarbhain his Tattvaloka explains that after amassing the store of merit and knowl-

edge (punyaj必nasambhara)for three incalculable kalpas and when he was born in his last 1ぜe

as a Bodhzsattva of the tenth Stage， Sakyamuni entered the four dhyanas in the A.kanz"$tha 

abode. He was drawn out from his meditation， received the diadem consecration and then 

became a perfect Buddha by means of the five abhzsambodhz"s. After the performance of the four 

Miraculous Activities and the proclamation of the Yoga Tantra on the summit of Mt Meru， 

he descended to earth and was born as the son of Suddhodana and accomplished the remaining 

activities of the twelve Buddha Acts. 

A modified version of Sakyamuni' s enlightenment is provided in the rDo幽rje-snz:かto-rgyan-

rgyu quoted by Bu-ston where it is said that Sakyamuni on hearing supplications， left A.kant'$tha， 

took residence in the TU$tIa Heaven where he proclaimed Dharma to the resident gods and then 

was born into the Sakya Clan. 

What is then the essential notion of the Akanzfjtha Paradise? bSod-nams-rtse-mo (1142-1182)， 

the second of the五veSa-skya masters explains in his General Introduction to the Tantras that 

it is for the benefi.t of Jambudvipa that the best of the Sakyas penetrate into the Supreme Truth 

(paramartha) in the A.kani:j伽 Heavenjust as it is stated in the Lankavatara Sutra that the 

perfect Buddhas gain their Buddhahood in Ak抑制haand then through their nzrmanakayas 

manifest themselves on the earth. As for the saying in the STTS that Vazrocana and his 

entourage resided in A.kani$tha in the place of the king of the gods， it implies that the Akanz'-

${ha gods are the Bodhi・'sattvasof the tenth Stage. As for the exact location of Akanz$tha，ωme 

people say that it is a pure and aloof abode， some consider it as the residence of Mahesvara， 

and yet other people thinking in terms of this world' s impermanence assume it to be an 

indestructible sphere. These explanations， continues bSod-nams-rtse-mo， are rather inadequate 

because they do not de白leAkanz'!jtha as the place with its precincts divided into di妊:erent

sections， and as the residence of the Buddhas manifested in their sarrtbhogakayas who give 

instructions to the Bodhゐ'attvasof the tenth Stage. The most comprehensive explanation， 

according to bSod-nams吋 se-mo，∞mesfrom the Buddhavatamsaka where it is said that the whole 

ocean of different worlds is contained within the palm of the Tathagata Vazrocana who， abiding 

in his perfect Wisdom， resides togeth巴rwith the Great Bodht"sattvas (Mahabodhzsattva= Bodht"-

sattva of the tenth Stage) in the Ghanavyuha Sphere， the abode of the perfect Buddhas manifested 

in their sambhogakayas. Within the Ghanavyuha Sphere there are several different realms one 

of which is destined for the Buddhas in their mrma'l}akayas who in due succession of their 

heroic achievements appear in J ambudvψa. 

There are of course other descriptions and interpretations of the Akani$tha Paradise but for 

our purpose here it wi1l be su伍cientto become aware that for the Yoga Tantra the Akan々tha

abode denominates the residence of the Buddhas manifested in their sambhogakayas and the 

place of enlightenment of the Great Bodhzsattvas. 

Now we come to co田 iderthe 伝説 abhisambodhz:In the STTS it is described as follows. 
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The Tathagatas manifested themselves in their sambhogakayas before the Bodhi・'sattvaSz'ddhartha 

and addressed him in these words:“o noble son， how wil1 you gain the perfect Buddhahood 

(sambodhi) while you are enduring all the sorrows (sarvadu争kha)on account of your unawa児 ness

(anabhzj初a)of the Truth (tattva) of a11 the Tathagatas?' Sz"ddhartha emerged from his im-

per旬 rbable(asthanaka) (7) meditation and begged saying:“o Lord Tathagatas， please instruct 

me. What is the essence of the Tathagatas and how am 1 to accomplish it." The Tathagatas 

answered:“o noble son， pondering in your mind enter into an equipoise and reciting this self-

perfected mantra achieve the goal: OM CITT A同PRATIVEDHAM KAROMI." The Bodhisattva 

addressed the Buddhas:“o Lord Tathagatas， 1 perceive in my heart a form of a lunar disc." 

And the Tathagatas explained:“o noble son， this mind (atta) is the Clear Light by its own 

nature (prakrti二trabhasvara).As one puri五esit， so it becomes just as a white cloth stained with 

colour幽"

In the Vajrasekhara we read in the relevant passage that the Bodhz'satfva Mahamati・was

awakened from his meditation by the Tathagatas by pronouncing the mantra 01yI V AJRA-

UTTI~THA and by snapping their五ngers.As he arose from his meditation he perceived an 

oc伺 nof Buddhas and bowing before them he asked them for instructions and the Buddhas 

spoke up: 

“明Thatis like the sphere of activities of the mind? They said. As for th百 mind，it is 

the perfect discernment (pratyavek;;ana). Having heard the voice of a11 the Tathagatas 

he remained for a long time deliberating in his mind but did not perceive the form of his 

mind. Having exhausted a11 the different possibilities he mad己 arequest: 0 Lord Tatha-

gatas， 1 do not perceive the form of my mind. What are like then the primary charac‘ 

teristics (mtshan・βid)of the mind? The the Tathagatas said: 1t is difficult to know the 

mind's sphere of activity. We give you this hrdaya 01¥1 CITTA-PRATIVEDHA1yI 

KAROMI. Perform a subtle recitation! Having received this pure spell， he pondered it 

over in his mind accordingly and in that very instant he duly perceived a lunar disc. 

What is this mind? 18 it the source of the de五lements(klesa) or is it the mind of 

virtue or non. virtue (kusala-akusala)， or is it the mind endowed with the seed of the 

primordial substratum (al，のa，kun-gzi・)?After receiving and understanding the substance 

of Dharma， Siddhartha adhered to the Six Paramitas and became a purified being. 

Totally free from the defilements he amassed for a long period of time the store of merit 

and knowledge. Just like the full moon， pure and unimpeded in its brightness， his mind 

too， on account of the perfect merit and knowledge， was like the full moon; it was in a 

state of neither becoming nor non目b宕coming(bhava-abhiiva). 1n the same way just like 

the full moon， the gre丘tmerit and knowledge showed themselves as a moon. Being 

endowed with the store of merit and knowledge he perceived the lunar disc of his mind. 

He rejoiced and showed devotion and then he spoke once more: 0 Lord Protectors， 1， being 

free from a11 defilements and impurities perceive my mind， free of the subject網object

relation， as a lunar disc.'町1

1t is evident from the above ci抗ta拭tiont仏ha批tthe fundamental notion of the五r悶stabh仇is，αmbωodh仇t'. 

is the詑εun江m凶l吋dεEお凶削s針抗t句;忍ar吋ldi初ngof the tru号 n岡at回ur，白e0ぱfthe閣宕 mind (cαittadharmata) . 
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Buddhaguhya and Anandagarbha disagree as to the clarity and appearance of the lunar 

disc. Buddhaguhya in his Tantrarthδvatara says that Siddhartha saw a lunar disc which was 

empty insid邑 andw hich resembled the part of the moon of the五rstday of the month. Firstly， 

he argues， Siddhartha saw a lunar disc because he abandoned all the impurities of the skandhas， 

dhatus， ayatanasC9うthesubject-object manner of thinking and so forth by means of the undis-

puted tenet of the Teaching that all the dharmas have no t四 enature of their own. But this 

vision of a lunar disc was impaired because after the elimination of th告 haze(khug-rna) of 

the dust of the samsiiro' s impregnations (vasanii) his mind became purified but since it was 

endowed with somewhat minute impregnations of Dharmo， pure from eternity， the form of 

the lunar disc remained imperfect. So long as the accumulation of merit and knowledge remain 

imperfect， ther日 isno vision of one p邑rfect moon. However on account of one' s knowledg芭

together with the appropriate fruition， the residence (gnas) of the impregnatin of the pure and 

timeless Dharma comεs into vision. 

Anandagarbha argues that it was a vision of a perfect lunar disc because Siddhiirtha' s 

mind was abiding in its own true nature and by its own nature the mind is the Clear Light 

(' od-gsal). This notion of the mind as the Clear Light is very much stressed by Bu-ston in his 

Introduction to the Yoga Tantra. Bu・stonalso elaborates on another interpret旦tionwhich purports 

that in this abhz'sarnbodhi・throughthe me沼田 ofmeditation and the recitation of th告 mantra， 

the mind' s foundation as dharmadhatu， beginningless and infinite， becomes manifested as having 

the nature of the sixteenfold 8ft?ηata， and then as theεonsequence of the supramundan巴 knowl-

edge being bom within oneself， one perceives a lunar・disc.He further elaborates that in the 

first instant the relative truth (kun-rdzob) p日rcelv在日 a vision which is like a mirage (mig-yor) 

but subsequεntly the dharrnata of the mind endowed with perfect understanding (abhz'samayα) 

manifests itself， assuming the form of a lunar disc. 

Yet another interpretation of this abhi・'sarnbodhiis provided by S政yamitrain his Kosalalam-

kara. Siddhartha had di伍culti百sin becoming a Buddha by means of the four dhya1Zas， says 

Sakyamitra， because the asρhiinaka meditation is a state of a total isolation in which the bodily 

and mental activities are suspended. By entering such a meditation he bξcame completely isolated 

and consequently unable to pursue the activities for the benefit of other living beings; and this 

was the chief reason why Si万'dhiirthafailed in his efforts and was awakened from his m芭ditation.

Furthermore the conversation that ensued b号tweenthe Bodhisattva and the Buddhas demonstrates 

the t印 cher-discipler芭lationship.The knowledge in the manner of reciting mantras， the charac町

teristics of the pledges (samayα)， th邑 consecrations，the wisdom of the sages， and the beneIIt of 

others come from the teacher. Thus without respect for one's guru， it is impossible to achieve 

the fruition of the mantras. Sz'ddhiirtha was a disciple endowed with excellent qualitieS and 

with sense-faculties perfected he was well disposed to gain Buddhahood. However， although his 

accomplished merit and knowledge became a perfect repository for the primary cause (or 

motivation田hetu)，his maturation-state was not completely perfect because there existed an abstacle 

of inspira tion (lu均). Sz'・'ddhiirtha，continues Sakyamitra， by discerning in his mind and by 

meditaton alone did not progress towards the supreme goaL Disceming in one' s mind or applying 

one' s mind for the sake of understanding the skondhas and the rest， or retaining it in a state 
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without a meditative object， or even tratyavek:Wl:W combined with meditation丘reinsu伍cient.

The ine伍cacyof the above means was compεnsated by providing Siddhartha with a self-perfected 

mantra. Thus with the help of such a perfect mantra he pursued in his mind the notion of 

the True Nature in order to bring to perfection his own nature (bdag-gi-no-bo) in compliance 

with the primary cause. Then in order to demonstrate the kind of knowledge which he 

apprehended the store-conciousness (alayavijiiana)， perfectly pure， became present in the form 

Qf the Mirror-like-Wisdom (adarsajnana). 

The second abhz"sambodhz'. Next the Tathagatas in order to incr回 sethe knowledg己 of

Siddhartha' s translucent mind taught him the manner of raising the thought of enlightenment 

uf the Great Bodhisattvas with the following mantra: OM  BODHICITTAM UTPADAYAMI， 

and they instructed him to comprehend this hrdaya of the Tathagatas as the thought-generating 

Samantabhadra. Since his mind was puri五edfrom the subject-object impregnations， he perceived 

it as All-Good (Samantabhadra) and as the primary cause of all the perfect thoughts of all 

living beings， and also as the Mind-essence of all the Tathiigatas. This kind of germinated 

thought of enlightenment resulted in gaining the Wisdom of Sameness (samataj傾倒).

According to bSod-namシgrags-ta，Siddhartha perceived here in a direct manner the true 

nature of the mind (cittadharmata)， which hεequates with 匁nyata.(0) According to Buddha-

guhya， in the nrst abhz・sambodhione is blessed (勿in-gyis-rlabs)and reaches the level of p日rfec-

tion resulting from th芭 studyof the Paramitas and th己 practiceof the Bodhisattva-bh仰 zxs.In 

the second abJu"sambodhz' onεacquirεs the mind which has the nature of enlightenment gain巴d

and perfectly und芭rstoodby the Tathiigatas. The thought of enlightenment as a hrdaya is the 

Mind of the Tathagatas ¥vhich comprises the wisdom of all the Omniscient Ones. 

Bu-ston equates the mind' s tm邑 naturewith the Clear Light and explains that once the 

mind becomes purged from the subject-object imprεgnations， all the subtle impurities a間関mov己d

and the mind becomes translucent. The puri五cationfrom the impregnations is accomplished at 

this st丘geby thεSupreme Truth and as the mind understands its own true nature to be the 

Clear Light， it becomes further expanded by the perfect knowledge (abhisamaya). 

In the third abhz'sambodhz~ in order to fortify and to make steady the thought四g邑nerating

Samantabhadra of all the Tathδgatas， Siddhartha received the following mantra: Oi¥f TI手τHA

V A]RA; and he w丘sinstructed to envisage a vajra inside the lunar disc resting in his heart. 

At this stage the thought generating Samantabhadra assumed the form of a vajra imbued with 

theεssence of all the Tathagatas. His mind becam巴 endowedwith the五ve-prongedvajra sym-

bolizing S'unyata which had the nature of the Five Buddha-Wisdoms， and in particular he gained 

in this abhi・'sambodhi the Discriminating Wisdom (tratyavek$ana) of perfect and unerring 

understanding. 

In the fourth abhisambodhi in order to stabilize the Samantahhadra・vajra，Siddhartha was 

giveぉ torecite and to contemplate the following mantra: Oi¥f V A]RA-ATMAKO 'HAM個 This

being accomplished， thεsph巴resof the Body， Speech and Mind of al1 the Tathagatas through 

their blessing penetrated the vajra in the Bodhi・sattva's heart. Next the Tathagatas bestowed 

upon him the vajra-name consecration of Vajradhiitu. As a result the Bodhz"sattva Vajradhatu 

perceived hims巴lfas having the Body of all the Tathagatas. Furthermor，己， as the mahamudra 
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of the Body-sphere of the Five Buddha-Familiesヲ theSecrets of their Speech-sphere， and the 

vajra of their Mind-sphere penetrated the vajra in Vajradhatu' s heart， h号 becameendowed with 

the Body凶sphere(sku-dby幼s)of Vai示。cana.Having been thus irnbued with the vajra-natur己 of

all thε Tathδ;gatas， he p官rceivedhimself as posse岱 inga Tathiigata-Body. In addition to that， 

since the goal of liberation (rnam-par-tharψσ) in its own nature is the Clear Light， Vajradhatu 

obtained here the Active Wisdom (krtya-anu!ith?ina-jnana) of pursuing the welfare and good of 

all the living beings. 

With the mantra OM YATHA-SARVATATHAGATAS拘TATHA-AHAM， bestow巴clduring 

th在五fthabhゐambodhi，the Bodhisattva Vajradhatu gained th芭 supremeBuddhahood as Vaz'rocana 

who represents or epitomizes all the Buddhas， and who is rnanifested at this stage as Mahavai二

rocana in his sambhogakaya. 

Frorn the vajra-form of the third abhisambodhi there evolved a Buddha-Body of the fourth 

abhisambodhi with which Vajradhatu identified himself， but he did not as yet fully perceive 

it as being enodowed with the major and rninor auspicious bodily marks (lak!ja'IJa & upalak-

手仰a).It was in the 五fthadhisambodhi・that he completely understood， perceived and gain吋 a 

perfect Buddha-Body and acquired the Absolute Wisdom (dharmadhatu・j両 na)b巴comingthus a 

perfectly enlightened Buddha. 

On the completion of the five abhisambodhz・'sthe newly enlightened Buddha received con-

secrations(11) to stabilize his Buddhahood. All the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas became manifested 

and then the main teachings of the Yoga Tantra were pronounced. 

The five abhisambodhzs by being placed at the beginning of the mulatantra， the STTS， 

serve as a declaration or a rnanifest of the Yoga Tantra' s position and thεyare mεant to 

provide a general framework for various practices expounded in the rnain body of the Y oga 

Tantra teachings. By attributing this particular manner of experiencing the five abhtsambodhゐ

to Sakyamunz' Buddha， the Yoga Tantra justi五郎 itspractices and all its scriptures ass百methe 

sarne importance and validity as the canonical scriptures of other schools. Furthermore through 

this particular exposition of the five abhz'sambodhi・'sthe Y oga Tantra demonstrates that the 

manner of gaining enlightenment as presented by other traditions (especial1y t11.己 triyanas) is 

quite inadequate， and in particular it dernonstrates that philosophy or thinking alone does not 

bring about a spiritual realisation. T11.巴 previoustraditions and philosophies connected with th日m

are not rejξcted as such but they are made used of as a starting point. 1t is insu伍cIentto train 

the mind alone but it is necessary to imbue it with the essence and nature of the Tathagatas. 

The Y oga Tantra takes for granted t11.己 knowledgeof different philophical schools and makes 

use of them for its own purposes. Philosophy as such， it is quite evidenむ isconsigned to the 

very first stage of spiritual life. 1t reaches its apex in the first abhisambodhz' or perhaps even 

that much cannot be said for already at this stage an intervention of the Tathagatas is apparent. 

If we examine the terminology employed to explain the successive abhisambodhz・swe can 

see clearly that the Yoga Tantra introduces som邑 un迫cationinto all different philosophical 

interpretations of the reality and shows indirectly a basic unity of thosεinterpretations provided 

that one retains a clear awareness of their different levels of reference. We encounter constantly 

the technical terminology which refers to the nat問 ofthe mind (dttadharmata)， to the nature 
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of the relative and absolute reality as explained by the sunyatli or lilayavzjnlina interpretations， 

and of course the tri・拘:yatheory. Different terms such as ci・'ttatli，dharmatli， SU1のatlior ρrabhlis-

vara are employed almost旦tthe same time as an indication that they refer to the same reality 

from different angles or through different approaches. 1t is only when they are as if combined 

together that one is able to gain a su伍cientlycomprehensive und邑rstandingof the whole reality 

before one embarks on the mystical experience portrayed in the五veabhi・sambodhis.

Finally in the nve abhisambodhz's one can see the Y oga Tantra' s contribution to the Buddhist 

thought and religious practices， namely the method of visualization and gradual identi五cation

with the supreme Buddhahood， th思 introductionof consecrations as necessary aids and the use 

of various objects such as vajra or moon which receive a special symbolic meaning. 

Notes 

( 1) Here bolow are listed the main sources for this short study. 

Sarvatathligatatattvasal['lgraha;・ Facsimilereproduction of a tenth century Sanskrit manuscript from 

Nepal. Reproduced by Lokesh Chandra and David L. Snellgrove. Satapitaka Series vol. 269， New 

Delhi 1981. This work contains an excellent introduction by David Snellgrove in which he gives a 

succinct summary of the whole tantra and gives lists of different ma1JrJalas 

Sarvatathligatatattvasangraha n面ma 問 ahliylinasutra; A critical edition based on a Sanskrit 

manuscript and Chinese and Tibetan translations. Edited by 1sshi Yamada， Northwestern University， 
Evanston， IIlinois. Printed in New Delhi， 1981; pp.3-10. 

Vajrasz'khara-mah面guhyayogatantra; Tibetan translation in the Tibetan Tripitaka C=T.T.)， 
Pekin Edition of the Otani University， No. 113， vol. 5， pp.1-3 
Tattvliloka of Anandagarbha， T. T. No. 3333， vol. 71， pp. 146-212. 

Kosallilal['lklira of Sakyamitra， T.T. No. 3326， vol. 70， pp. 191-203. 
Tantr丘rthlivat面raof Buddhaguhya， T.T. No. 3324， vol. 70， pp. 33-73. 
rGyud-sde-spyz" i-rnam-par -biag -pa skal-bzaかgi-yz'd-'phrogces-bya-ba by Pa1).田chenbSod-nams-grags 

pa. Published by the Library of Tibetan W orks & Archives， Dharamsala， 1975. 
rGyud-sde-spyz" i-rnam少ar-gzag-paby bSod-nams-rtse-mo， in the Sa-skya-pa'i bka' -'bum， the 

Toyo Bunko 1968， vol. 2， folio 41a onwards. 
r Nal-' byor-rgyud-rgYfJ..mtshor -' jug -pa' i-gru-gzがs-ies-bya-baby Bu-ston， The Collected W orks of 

Bu-ston， part 11， Satapitaka Series vol. 51， fol. 1-11. 

C 2 ) It might be of use to outline here briefly S亘kyamuni'senlightenment as presented by other 

Bu:ldhist schools. For this short exposition I make use of bSod-nams-grags-pa' s introduction to the 

tantras listed in the previous note. 

According to the Sr面vakaVehicle Sakyamuni raised the thought of enlightenment before Maha闘

釘kyamuniand then accumulated merit and knowledge during three successive aeons. At the end 

of amassing merit and knowledge he was born as Siddh亘rthaand son of Suddhodana. At t出heag伊e 

of t仕仏出hi札irt匂y

At midnight while he wa邸ss回ea抗tedi加nmeditative equipoise he manifested the path of pr町eparatiol1叫]， ， 
the path of vision and the path of meditation， At dawn he gained the perfect Buddhahood. He 

performed these acts as a man. At the age of eighty he passed into nirv亘1).aal1d the continuance of 

his know ledge was cnt off like an extinguished candle， 

According to the Praj:舟面pliramitlischool S亘kyamuniafter the three aeons ot amassing merit and 

knowledge and pursuing the Bodhisattva Stages reached his五nalstate. He then received from the 

Buddhas a consecration known as 'Great Light'. Next during the五rstand second instances of his 

adamantine concentration he gained Dharnωkliya and Sambhogakliya becoming thus a perfect 

Buddha. His Sambhogakliya took residence in the Akani~tha Heaven and his Nz'rmli1Jakliya 

performed the twelve Buddha acts in Jambudv'ipa 

In the anutta:問 tantrassuch as the J(lilacakra or Hevajra we find no explanation of Sakyamuni's 
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enlightenment. It is however expounded by Aryadeva's and J五五napada'sschools. These two schools 

put forward basically the same exposition. They set forth two possibilities concerning a Bodhisattva' s 

last life and enlightenment. One is that a Bodhisattva of the tenth Stage is bound to one more 

rebirth and the other that a Bodhisattva of the tenth Stage gains Buddhahood during that very 

last life. Thus according to these schools S瓦kyamuni after amassing his merit and knowledge 

through the practice of the p，面ramitasentered in the Akani${ha Heaven a state of concentration 

known as‘Space.pervading'. The Buddhas interrupted his meditation， summoned a divine maiden 

called Tilottama and bestowed upon him the third consecration. Then he pursued the successive 

abhisambodhis. At midnight through dissolving into three successive kinds of Emptiness he perceived 

the Clear Light of the Universal Emptiness. By doing this he gained the union (zun.' jug) of 

learning. After receiving the fourth consecration he performed the Buddha acts， and then entering 
into a meditation which was like a vajra he puri五edall obstructions to know ledge and gained the 

union beyond learning becoming thus a perfect Buddha. 

( 3) For an exposition of the Bodhisattva bh露missee Har Dayal's The Bodhisattva Doctrine in 

Buddhist Sanskrit Literature. London 1932， reprinted in Delhi， 1970. 

( 4 ) For different kinds of meditation see Mahayana BuddMst Med伽 tion:Theory and Practice， 
edited by Minoru Kiyota， Honolulu， 1978， and Edward Conze's Buddhist Meditation. London 1956， 

( 5) The four Miraculous Activities (cho-' phrul.rnam-pa.bii) are the following ones: 1. Blessing 

(byin.gyisィlobs)， 2. Consecration (dban.bskur目ba)，3. Meditative concentration (tin.ne-' dzin)， and 
4. W ondrous Acts (ωFμh加ri:払払2幻払払Zふト-砂必白

( 6 ) The twelve Buddha Acts described by bSod戸nams.grags-paare listed in the following order: 1. 

Descent from the Tu$ita Heaven， 2. Entering the womb， 3. Birth， 4. Learning and skilfulness in 

arts匂 5.Enjoyment with women， 6. Departure from the palace， 7. Practice of austerities， 8. 
Approach to the place of enlightenment， 9. Defeat of Mara， 10. Gaining enlightenment， 11. 
Proclamation of Dharma， 12. Passing into parinirv函1Ja

( 7 ) Thus in STTS page 7 a 口dtranslated into Tibetan (T. T. vol. 4， p.219-4-7) as mi-g.yo-bai 
tかi:ρ

(8) Vaj:介r問asi必k帥harαp.3一-1一1tωo 7. 

( 9) For these technical terms see Th. Stcherbatsky's The Central Philosophy 01 Buddhism and the 

Meaning of the word Dharma， reprinted in Delhi 1970. 
(10) On the various aspect and interpretation of this term see T.R. V. Murti's The Central Philosophy 

of Buddhism， London， 1955， reprinted 1970. 
(11) The consecrations as a part of the五veabhi・'sambodhisare not explained in great detail by the 

commentaries. A good interpretation of them in this connection can be found in bSod-nams-rtse.mo' s 

introduction to the tantras folio 43b onwards. 1 may add here that the four consecrations bestowed 

upon the newly enlightened Buddha are interpreted in terms of the Buddha Bodies. The first 

consecration is cal1ed the Vajrasattva consecration and it bestows the nature of Svabhavakaya; the 

second one Vajradharma bestows Sambhogakaya; the third of Vajraratna bestows the Buddha 

lak~a1Ja and upalak~a1Ja; and the fourth of Vajrakarma bestows the nature of Nirma1Jakaya 
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